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Mechanical ventilation (MV) is frequently used in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) to support 
or even completely replace breathing efforts for critically ill patients. Ventilators pump air 
volume into the lungs, through an endotracheal tube or a face/ nasal mask. Mechanical 
ventilation costs $1800 extra per patient per day.  Bad ventilation delays recovery, harms, 
or may even increase the risk of dying in ICU. It is therefore very important to optimise 
mechanical ventilation by customizing it to the patient. However, this is highly challenging 
because information about the patient’s lung condition is not readily available at the 
bedside. Without this knowledge, clinicians can’t tell if a particular ventilation setting is 
harmful or helpful.  The ‘art’ of ventilation might be described as “like driving in the dark 
without a road map.”  
 
One potentially fatal lung condition is acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Here, 
the inflamed air sacs (alveoli) in the lung collapse more readily. When sections of lung 
collapse, the lung is less able to transfer oxygen into, or carbon dioxide out of, the blood.  
Blood oxygen falls and carbon dioxide levels rise.  In severe cases patients will not survive 
unless they are ventilated.  ARDS lungs, with their collapsed alveoli are also stiffer. Lung 
stiffness, or elastance, can provide information on the health of the lungs.  Increased 
stiffness also increases the stress and strain on delicate lung tissues during ventilation.  
Therefore ventilation, itself, may also further damage the lung.   It is well known that if the 
lung is allowed to retain a small amount of extra air at the end of each breath this will help 
prevent alveolar collapse.  This is achieved by setting the ventilator to provide positive 
end expiratory pressure (PEEP) at the end of each breath. The application of the correct 
amount of PEEP will help prevent alveolar collapse, and reduce lung stiffness.  However 
too much PEEP might overstretch the lung and potentially increase lung injury. As a 
result, mechanical ventilation is always a careful ‘balancing act’. 
 
Recently, bioengineers at the University of Canterbury have developed a first-of-its-kind 
computer program that is able to monitor stiffness of the lungs at the bedside. There were 
two primary objectives of this research. First, to assess whether lung stiffness can be 
reliably measured at the bedside and secondly, whether this program can provide useful 
information to clinicians. 
 
This new software, CURE (Clinical Utilisation of Respiratory Elastance), which measures 
lung stiffness in real-time, was tested in a pilot study.  This bedside program, run on a 
laptop computer, compares the patient’s lung stiffness with their level of PEEP. By 
progressively changing the level of PEEP and monitoring the lung stiffness changes, we 
can discover which PEEP value matches the lowest lung stiffness.  This information 
provides better guidance to clinicians when selecting PEEP.  
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Two patients consented to participating in the trial. While testing this program on the first 
patient, we were unable to capture data for an extended time period.  Following 
improvements we were able to successfully record data for fourteen consecutive days on 
the second patient. However, the second patient presented new challenges.  Measurement 
of lung stiffness is most reliably achieved when the ventilator is doing all the breathing for 
the patient, but when patients start to breathe by themselves (assisted breathing), the 
patient’s variable breathing effort can affect the measured lung stiffness. In some cases, 
the recorded lung stiffness produced spikes due to breathing getting out of time with the 
ventilator; so-called ventilation dyssynchrony. This is often described as “fighting the 
ventilator”. However, these stiffness spikes during assisted breathing, could provide new 
insight about ventilation dyssynchrony.  This may be a useful method to automatically 
notify clinicians about any distress patients may be experiencing. 
 
With the sharing of this ongoing research amongst the ICU clinicians, there is the potential 
for the research itself to have already influenced the way clinicians in Christchurch 
Hospital’s ICU make decisions about PEEP settings. The next component of my summer 
research involved developing an audit to compare the PEEP values selected by clinicians 
in 2007 with those used in 2013. The audit involved using bedside patient charts to 
record all of the settings used for day 1, day 3 and day 7 on mechanical ventilation. I found 
ICU clinicians now tend to use higher PEEP values in 2013 than in 2007 and for much 
longer. This change in clinical practice has the potential to influence the outcomes of 
future studies in mechanical ventilation of critically ill patients. This is always a challenge 
in clinical trials where standard practice is constantly evolving. 
 
The final component of my project involved building a mechanical lung model that could 
be used to explain the concept of lung recruitment to ICU clinical staff and students 
involved in patient care. The lung model has 5 units each containing a balloon underneath 
a cardboard-foam platform, which are compressed using weights to simulate a collapsed 
part of the lung. The pressure needed to overcome the force of the weights to inflate the 
lung is known as the threshold opening pressure. Magnets were also used to resist closure 
of each unit, once it was fully inflated, to simulate threshold closing pressure.  This models 
a well recognized phenomenon where the lung stays inflated even when the pressures are 
less than what was initially required to open them. In addition, I was able to show that 
increasing PEEP can open previously collapsed parts of the lung model. However, high 
PEEP sometimes caused the platforms to pull away from their base, simulating an 
overstretched or damaged lung component.  
 
This research has improved the CURE program, which will be deployed in a Health 
Research Council sponsored randomized control trial (RCT) later this year. The patients 
enrolled in this trial provided very helpful information about some of the challenges that 
must be overcome before the RCT begins.  This work also highlighted potential use of this 
technology to investigate ventilation dyssynchrony. The clinical audit of use of PEEP in 
2007 and 2013 demonstrated how clinical practice is constantly evolving. Finally, the lung 
model can be used to improve understanding of lung recruitment.  
 
Overall, this collaborative research helps provide better consistency of ventilation so 
clinicians no longer have to guess the level of applied PEEP.  Each patient will be able to 
have their PEEP continually customized according to their lung condition, which will 
reduce the risk of harm to their already damaged lungs while they recover in ICU. 
 


